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Atomic Physics and Human Knowledge. By N I~s  BOHR. John Wiley & 
Sons, New York, N. Y., 1958. 102 pp. $3.95. 
This fascinating book contains reprints of a number of lectures delivered by 
Bohr from 1932 to 1957; they have been assembled and partly rewritten for the 
present essay where the reader can find the original thoughts of a great scientist 
on the fundamentals of physics, the unity of human knowledgel and the relations 
between physics and biology. 
One of the most important papers summarizes long discussions between the 
author and A. Einstein. Bohr defended the point of view of quantum physics 
based upon the uncertainty principle, while Einstein attacked the importance 
given to random processes and strongly objected to a theory which renounced a
precise description of physical phenomena in space and time, even if it appeared 
impossible to observe it at present. This discussion started in 1920 and went on 
intermittently for years. I t  culminated in the publication of a famous paper by 
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen [Phys. Rev. 47, 777 (1935)] and the answer of Bohr 
in the same journal [48, 696 (1935)]. This was however not the end. The discussion 
could never be finished because it was based fundamentally on opposing philo- 
sophical ideas about the aim of science and its essential principles. 
The whole paper, reprinted in the present booklet, gives an il luminating sum- 
mary of these conflicting viewpoints of two of the greatest scientists of the century. 
Every physicist or chemist should read this paper carefully and think it over at 
leisure. If the present reviewer is allowed to take a stand, he certainly would be 
on Bohr's side, while admiring the philosophical greatness of Einstein's ideals 
about science. 
Many of the remaining papers deal with the relations between biology and 
physics. This is another subject for discussions. [The readers may remember a 
remarkable booklet published by SchrSdinger under the title "What is Life?" 
(Cambridge Univ. Press., London and New York, 1945).] Here, to be certain of 
not distorting Bohr's viewpoint, the best seems to be to resort to exact quotations. 
The meaning of complementarity: 
" . . .  the spatial continuity of our picture of light propagation and the atomic- 
ity of the light effects are complementary aspects in the sense that they account 
for equally important features of the light phenomena which can never be brought 
into direct contradiction with one another, since their closer analysis in mechani- 
cal terms demands mutually exclusive xperimental arrangements. 
"The recognition of the essential importance of atomistic features in the mech- 
anism of living organisms is in no way sufficient, for a comprehensive explanation 
of biological phenomena. The question at issue, therefore, is whether some funda- 
mental traits are still missing in the analysis of natural phenomena before we 
can reach an understanding of life on the basis of physical experience. 
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" In  this di lemma it  must  be kept in mind, that  the conditions in biological and 
physical research arc not directly comparable, since the necessity of keeping the 
object of invest igat ion alive imposes a restr ict ion on the former, which finds no 
counterpart  in the latter.  Thus, we should doubtless kill an animal if we tr ied to 
carry the invest igat ion of its organs so far that  we could tell the part  played by 
the single atoms in vital  functions. In every experiment on l iving organisms there 
must remain some uncerta inty  as regards the physical conditions to which they 
are subjected, and the idea suggests itself that  the minimal freedom we must 
allow the organism will be just  large enought o permit  it, so to say, to hide its 
ult imate secrets from us. On this view, the very existence of life must in biology 
be considered as an elementary fact, just  as in atomic physics the existence of the 
quantum of action has to be taken as a basic fact that  cannot be derived from 
ordinary mechanical physics. 
" In  fact, we cannot even tell which part icular atoms really belong to a living 
organism, since any vita l  function is accompanied by an exchange of material  
through which atoms are constant ly taken up into and expelled from the organi- 
sation which constitutes the living being. 
"This  fundamental  difference between physical and biological research implies 
that  no well-defined l imit can be drawn for the applicabi l i ty of physical ideas to 
the problems of life which corresponds to the dist inction between the field of 
causal mechanical description and proper quantum phenomena in atomic me- 
chanics. 
" . . .  the analogy being considered is the obvious exclusiveness between such 
typical aspects of life as the self-preservation and the self-generation of indi- 
viduals, on the one hand, and the subdivision ecessary for any physical analysis 
on the other hand. Owing to this essential feature of complementarity,  the con- 
cept of purpose, which is foreign to mechanical analysis, finds a certain field of 
appl ication in biology. 
" . . .  the elucidation of the paradoxes of atomic physics has disclosed the fact 
that  the unavoidable interact ion between the objects and the measuring instru- 
ments sets an absolute l imit to the possibi l ity of speaking of a behaviour of atomic 
objects which is independent of the means of observation. 
"Far  from containing any mysticism contrary to the spir it  of science, the view- 
point of complementar i ty forms indeed a consistent generalization of the ideal of 
causality. 
" . . .  we shall first stress the typical complementary elationship between the 
modes of behaviour of l iving beings characterized by the words ' inst inct '  and 
~reason  ~ . 
" . . .  it  is, above all, essential to realize that  no proper human thinking is 
imaginable without the use of concepts framed in some language which every 
generation has to learn anew. This use of concepts, in fact, not only is to a large 
extent suppressing inst inct ive life, but stands even largely in an exclusive rela- 
t ionship of complementar i ty o the display of inherited instincts. The astonishing 
superior ity of lower animals compared with man in uti l izing the possibilities of 
nature for the maintenance and propagation of life has certainly often its true 
explanation in the fact that  on the part  of such animals we can detect no conscious 
thinking,  in our sense of the word. 
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" . . .  such feats are only possible when no recourse is taken to conceptual 
thinking, which on its side is adapted to far more varied purposes of primary im- 
portance for the development of civilization. 
"The main obstacle to an unprejudiced att itude towards the relation between 
various human cultures is, however, the deep-rooted ifferences of the traditional 
backgrounds on which the cultural harmony in different human societies is based 
and which exclude any simple comparison between such cultures. 
" I t  is above all in this connection that the viewpoint of complementarity offers 
itself as a means of coping with the situation. In fact, when studying human cul- 
tures different from our own, we have to deal with a particular problem of observa- 
tion which on closer consideration shows many features in common with atomic or 
psychological problems, where the interaction between objects and measuring 
tools, or the inseparability of objective content and observing subject, prevents 
an immediate application of the conventions suited to accounting for experiences 
of daily life. Especially in the study of cultures of primitive peoples, ethnologists 
not only are, indeed, aware of the risk of corrupting such cultures by the necessary 
contact, but are even confronted with the problem of the reaction of such studies 
on their own human attitude. 
"Using the word much as it is used, in atomic physics, to characterize the rela- 
tionship between experiences obtained by different experimental arrangements 
and visualizable only by mutually exclusive ideas, we may truly say that different 
human cultures are complementary to each other. 
"Every  scientist is constantly confronted with the problem of objective de- 
scription of experience, by which we mean unambiguous communication. Our 
basic tool is, of course, plain language. 
"The main point to realize is that all knowledge presents itself within a con- 
ceptual framework adapted to account for previous experience and that any such 
frame may prove too narrow to comprehend new experiences. Scientific research 
in many domains of knowledge has indeed time and again proved the necessity of 
abandoning or remoulding points of view. 
"A  special role is played by mathematics which has contributed so decisively 
to the development of logical thinking, and which by its well-defined abstractions 
offers invaluable help in expressing harmonious relationships. Still, in our dis- 
cussion, we shall not consider pure mathematics as a separate branch of knowl- 
edge, but rather as a refinement of general language, supplementing it with 
appropriate tools to represent relations for which ordinary verbal expression is 
imprecise or cumbersome. 
"The development of the so-called exact sciences, characterized by the estab- 
lishing of numerical relationships between measurements, has indeed been de- 
cisively furthered by abstract mathematical methods originating from detached 
pursuit of generalizing logical constructions. 
"Notwithstanding the astounding power of quantum mechanics, the radical 
departure from accustomed physical explanation and especially the renunciation 
of the very idea of determinism, has given rise to doubts in the minds of many 
physicists and philosophers as to whether we are here dealing with a temporary 
expedient or are confronted with an irrevocable step as regards objective descrip- 
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tion. The clarification of this problem has actually demanded a radical revision 
of the fundamentals to the description and comprehension of physical experience. 
" . . .  the impossibility of a separate control of the interaction between the 
atomic objects and the instruments indispensable for the definition of the experi- 
mental conditions prevents the unrestricted eombination of space-time coordina- 
tion and dynamical conservation laws on which the deterministic description in 
classical physics rests. In fact, any unambiguous use of the concepts of space and 
time refers to an experimental arrangement involving a transfer of momentum 
and energy, uncontrollable in principle, to fixed scales and synchronized clocks 
which are required for the definition of the reference frame. Conversely, the 
account of phenomena which are characterized by the laws of conservation of 
momentum and energy involves in principle a renunciation of detailed space- 
time coordination. These circumstances find quantitative xpression in Heisen- 
berg's indeterminacy relations. 
"On the lines of objective description, it is indeed appropriate to use the word 
phenomenon lo refer only to observations obtained under circumstances whose 
description includes an account of the whole experimental rrangement. In such 
terminology, the observational problem in quantum physics is deprived of any 
special intricacy and we are, moreover, directly reminded that every atomic 
phenomenon is closed in the sense that its observation is based on registrations 
obtained by means of suitable amplification devices with irreversible functioning 
such as, for example, permanent marks on a photographic plate, caused by the 
penetration of electrons into the emulsion. 
"The circumstance that, in general, one and the same experimental arrange- 
ment may yield different recordings is sometimes picturesquely described as a 
"choice of nature" between such possibilities. Needless to say, such a phrase im- 
plies no allusion to a personification of nature, but simply points to the impos- 
sibility of ascertaining on accustomed lines directives for the course of a closed 
indivisible phenomenon. Here, logical approach cannot go beyond the deduction 
of the relative probabilities for the appearance of the individual phenomena under 
given experimental conditions. 
"The recognition that the interaction between the measuring tools and the 
physical systems under investigation constitutes an integral part of quantum 
phenomena has not only revealed an unsuspected limitation of the mechanical 
conception of nature, as characterized by attribution of separate properties to 
physical systems, but has forced us, in the ordering of experience, to pay proper 
attention to the conditions of observation. 
"The first problem with which we are confronted when leaving the proper do- 
main of physics is the question of the place of living organisms in the description 
of natural phenomena. 
" I t  is true that the structure and functioning of organisms involve an ordering 
of atomic processes which has sometimes eemed difficult to reconcile with the 
laws of thermodynamics, implying a steady approach towards disorder among 
the atoms constituting an isolated physical system. If, however, sufficient account 
is taken of the circumstance that the free energy necessary to maintain and de- 
velop organic systems is continually supplied from their surroundings by nutri- 
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tion and respiration, it becomes clear that there is in such respect no question of 
any violation of general physical aws. 
" . . .  the question has become acute as to whether a comparison between the 
organisms and highly complex and refined systems, such as modern industrial 
constructions or electronic alculation machines, offers the proper basis for an 
objective description of the self-regulating entities which living organisms present. 
" . . .  the closed processes studied in quantum physics are not directly analogous 
to biological functions for the maintenance of which a continual exchange of mat- 
ter and energy between the organism and the environments i required. More- 
over, any experimental rrangement which would permit control of such functions 
to the extent demanded for their well-defined escription in physical terms would 
be prohibitive to the free display of life. 
" In fact, just as the quantum of action appears in the account of atomic phe- 
nomena as an element for which an explanation is neither possible nor required, 
the notion of life is elementary in biological science where, in the existence and 
evolution of living organisms, we are concerned with manifestations of possibili- 
ties in that nature to which we belong. 
" In spite of the fruitfulness of quantum mechanics within such a wide domain 
of experience, the renunciation of accustomed emands on physical explanation 
has caused many physicists and philosophers to doubt that we are here dealing 
with an exhaustive description of atomic phenomena. In particular, the view has 
been expressed that the statistical mode of description must be regarded as a 
temporary expedient which, in principle, ought to be replaceable by a determinis- 
tic description. The thorough discussion of this question has, however, led to that 
clarification of our position. 
" In this connection, it is imperative to realize that in every account of physical 
experience one must describe both experimental conditions and observations by 
the same means of communication as one used in classical physics. In the analysis 
of single atomic particles, this is made possible by irreversible amplification 
effects--such as a spot on a photographic plate left by the impact of an electron, 
or an electric discharge created in a counter device--and the observations con- 
cern only when and where the particle is registered on the plate or its energy on 
arrival at the counter. 
"The experimental conditions can be varied in many ways, but the point is 
that in each case we must be able to communicate to others what we have done 
and what we have learned, and that therefore the functioning of the measuring 
instruments must be described within the framework of classical physical ideas. 
"As all measurements hus concern bodies sufficiently heavy to permit the 
quantum to be neglected in their description, there is, strictly speaking, no new 
observational problem in atomic physics. The amplification of atomic effects, 
which makes it possible to base the account on measurable quantities and which 
gives the phenomena  peculiar closed character, only emphasizes the irreversi- 
bil ity characteristic of the very concept of observation. 
" . . .  the quantum of action imposes restrictions on the description of the state 
of the systems by means of space-time coordinates and momentum-energy quan- 
tities. Since the deterministic description of classical physics rests on the assump- 
tion of an unrestricted compatibil ity of space-time coordination and the dynami- 
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cal conservation laws, we are obviously confronted here with the problem of 
whether, as regards atomic objects, such a description can be fully retained. 
"The role of the interaction between objects and measuring instruments in the 
description of quantum phenomena was found to be especially important for the 
clarification of this main point. 
" . . .  every definable subdivision would require a change of the experimental 
arrangement with the appearance of new individual phenomena. Thus, the very 
foundation of a deterministic description has disappeared and the statistical 
character of the predictions is evidenced by the fact that in one and the same 
experimental rrangement there will in general appear observations correspond- 
ing to different individual processes. 
"In quantum physics, as we have seen, an account of the functioning of the 
measuring instruments i indispensable to the definition of phenomena nd we 
must, so-to-speak, distinguish between subject and object in such a way that each 
single case secures the unambiguous application of the elementary physical con- 
cepts used in the description. Far from containing any mysticism foreign to the 
spirit of science, the notion of complementarity points to the logical conditions 
for description and comprehension f experience in atomic physics. 
"Even though it was, to some extent, possible within the frame of classical 
physics, to compare organisms with machines, it was clear that such comparisons 
did not take sufficient account of many of the characteristics of life. The inade- 
quacy of the mechanical concept of nature for the description of man's situation 
is particularly evident in the difficulties entailed in the primitive distinction be- 
tween soul and body. 
"Without attempting any exhaustive definition of organic life, we may say 
that a living organism is characterized by its integrity and adaptability, which 
implies that a description of the internal functions of an organism and its reaction 
to external stimuli often requires the word purposeful, which is foreign to physics 
and chemistry. Although the results of atomic physics have found a multitude of 
applications in biophysics and biochemistry, the closed individual quantum phe- 
nomena exhibit, of course, no feature suggesting the notion of life. As we have 
seen, the description of atomic phenomena, exhaustive within a wide domain of 
experience, is based on the free use of such measuring instruments as are necessary 
to proper application of the elementary concepts. In a living organism, however, 
such a distinction between the measuring instruments and the objects under in- 
vestigation can hardly be fully carried through, and we must be prepared that 
every experimental rrangement whose aim is a description of the functioning of 
the organism, which is well defined in the sense of atomic physics, will be incom- 
patible with the display of life. 
"To avoid misunderstanding, it is essential to note that--in contrast o the 
account of atomic regularities--a description of organic life and an evaluation of 
its possibilities of development cannot aim at completeness, but only at suffi- 
cient width of ~he conceptual framework. 
" I  should like to refer to the following statement by my father, the physiologist 
Christian Bohr, in the introduction to his paper: 'On Pathological Lung Expan- 
sion' which appeared in the anniversary publication of the Copenhagen University 
in 1910. 
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'As far as physiology can be characterized asa special branch of natural sciences 
its specific task is to investigate the phenomena peculiar to the organism as a 
given empirical object in order to btain an understanding of the various parts in 
the self-regulation a d how they are balanced against each other and brought into 
harmony with variations in external influences and inner processes. It is thus in 
the very nature of this task to refer the word purpose to the maintenance of the 
organism and consider as purposive the regulation mechanisms which serve this 
maintenance. Just in this sense we shall in the following use the notion "purposive- 
ness" about organic functions. 
'The a priori assumption of the purposiveness of the organic process is, however, 
in itself quite natural as a heuristic principle and can, due to the extreme compli- 
cation and difficult comprehension f the conditions in the organism, prove not 
only useful, but even indispensable for the formulation of the special problem for 
the investigation and the search of ways for its solution.' 
" . . .  amplification effects imilar to those permitting observation of individual 
atomic particles play a decisive role in many functions of the organism. In this 
way is stressed the irreversible character of typical biological phenomena, nd the 
time direction inherent in the description of the functioning of organisms i strik- 
ingly marked by their utilization of past experience for reactions to future stimuli. 
" In this promising development we have to do with a very important and, 
according to its character, hardly limited extension of the application of purely 
physical and chemical ideas to biological problems, and since quantum mechanics 
appears as a rational generalization f classical physics, the whole approach may 
be termed mechanistic. The question, however, is in what sense such progress has 
removed the foundation for the application of so-called finalistie arguments in 
biology. Here we must realize that the description and comprehension of the 
closed quantum phenomena exhibit no feature indicating that an organization of 
atoms is able to adapt itself to the surroundings in the way we witness in the 
maintenance and evolution of living organisms. Furthermore, it must be stressed 
that an account, exhaustive in the sense of quantum physics, of all the continu- 
ally exchanged atoms in the organism not only is infeasible but would obviously 
require observational conditions incompatible with the display of life. 
"However, the lesson with respect o the role which the tools of observation 
play in defining the elementary physical concepts gives a clue to logical applica- 
tion of notions like purposiveness foreign to physics, but lending themselves so 
readily to the description of organic phenomena. Indeed, on this background it is 
evident hat the attitudes termed mechanistic and finalistie do not present contra- 
dictory views on biological problems, but rather stress the mutually exclusive 
character of observational conditions equally indispensable in our search for an 
ever richer description f life. 
"However, the fact that conscious experience can be remembered and there- 
fore must be supposed tobe connected with permanent changes in the constitution 
of the organism points to a comparison between psychical experiences and physi- 
cal observations." 
Everyone should read this most important book; it is a unique document of 
scientific thinking. 
L. B~ILLOUIN, New York, N. Y. 
